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Lt i A i d t h i l d Latin America and the organic world
Latin America organic production
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Argentina, US and Uruguay: Only fully converted areas
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Fully converted In conversion Status unknown
w Fully converted In conversion Status unknown
Source: FiBL/IFOAM  2009Distribution of global revenues by region 2007 
and The global market for organic food and and The global market for organic food and 








































































Source: Organic Monitor  2009Latin America: Growth of the organically 



































































































Source: FiBL 2009Main land use of organically managed  gy g
land in Latin America

























Main organically land use in Latin America
w
Source: FiBL 2009The ten countries of Latin America with 
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Most organic production from Latin America still for the export (> 90%)
w
Source: FiBL 2009Latin America: Organic cocoa area 
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Source: FiBL 2009Latin America: Organic coffee area 
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Data provided by accredited organic certifiers in Ecuador; Elaboration: Rovayo/Lehmann 2009Organic Market in Latin-American
Main distribution Main distribution 
channels:
Local markets (social) Local markets (social)
Basquet market (social) 































Latin America still very dynamic in 
developing the organic production in their developing the organic production in their 
countries.
Many small farmers are benefited by Many small farmers are benefited by 
producing and selling organic products. 
Organic production have showed some Organic production have showed some 
reduction because there are competition with 
other labels as rainforest crop failures due to
g
other labels as rainforest, crop failures due to 
















The Latin America organic market still 
focusing to the export. focusing to the export.
However, new organic participative 
guarantee systems are opening alternatives guarantee systems are opening alternatives 
to develop the local organic markets from 
small farmers for low income consumers small farmers for low income consumers. 
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